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Abstract. It has been observed that many face recognition algorithms
fail to recognize faces after plastic surgery, which thus poses a new chal-
lenge to automatic face recognition. This paper first gives a compre-
hensive study on Face Recognition After Plastic Surgery (FRAPS), with
careful analysis of the effects of plastic surgery on face appearance and its
challenges to face recognition. Then, to address FRAPS problem, an en-
semble of Gabor Patch classifiers via Rank-Order list Fusion (GPROF)
is proposed, inspired by the assumption of the interior consistency of
face components in terms of identity. On the face database of plastic
surgery, GPROF achieves much higher face identification rate than the
best known results in the literature. Furthermore, with our impressive
results, we suggest that plastic surgery detection should be paid more
attend to. To address this problem, a partial matching based plastic
surgery detection algorithm is proposed, aiming to detect four distinct
types of surgery, i.e., the eyelid surgery, nose surgery, forehead surgery
and face lift surgery. Our experimental results demonstrate that plastic
surgery detection is a nontrivial task, and thus deserves more research
efforts.

1 Introduction

In recent years, plastic surgery has become popular worldwide. People take facial
plastic surgery to correct feature defects or improve attractiveness and confi-
dence. In South Korea, plastic surgery has become an important part of medical
industry and 15 to 30 percent of Korean women are said having undergone a
plastic surgery [1]. According to the statistics from American Society for Aes-
thetic Plastic Surgery [2], from 1997 to 2011, there has been over 197% increase
in the total number of cosmetic procedures. The above statistical figures lead
to a practical requirement on identity authentication after plastic surgery. Espe-
cially, for face-based biometrics, plastic surgery poses a great challenge, because
not only local skin texture but also face components such as eyelid and nose
might be disturbed or reshaped in plastic surgery. Even the holistic appearance
of face may greatly change because of the global face plastic surgery such as face
lift or skin peeling.
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Face Recognition after Plastic Surgery (FRAPS) was first introduced by
Singh et al. [3] and was stated as a new dimension to face recognition. In their
paper, a face database of plastic surgery with 900 individuals was also publicly
released. In the face identification test [3], various traditional methods like PCA
[4], FDA [4], LFA [5] and some recently proposed methods like CLBP [6], SURF
[7] and GNN [8] were evaluated on this database. Their evaluation results showed
that all the above methods suffer a serious performance decline, indicating that
off-the-shelf face recognition algorithms cannot handle FRAPS effectively.

To address the challenge of FRAPS, Bhatt et al. [9] proposed an evolutional
granular approach. The proposed method extracts discriminating information
from non-disjoint face granules using optimized feature extractor settings. Aggar-
wal et al. [10] proposed a component based sparse representation approach. The
sparse reconstruction errors of all face components are summed to produce the
final identification. Local region analysis [11] and multimodal biometric features
[12] were also applied for FRAPS, but the performance is not very impressive.

Overall speaking, the related work on FRAPS is very limited, and the iden-
tification performance is still far from satisfactory. In this paper, we do a com-
prehensive study on FRAPS, with the following main contributions:

1. We propose an ensemble of Gabor Patch classifiers via Rank-Order list
Fusion (GPROF) algorithm to handle FRAPS. GPROF is robust to both local
and global facial plastic surgery. On the face database of plastic surgery, GPROF
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods.

2. With the face database of plastic surgery in [3], we explore the possibility
of plastic surgery detection (PSD) and further propose a partial matching based
method for PSD. Given two face images of the same person, our method can
automatically detect the eyelid surgery, nose surgery, forehead surgery and face
lift surgery. To our best knowledge, this is the first work to explore the automatic
plastic surgery detection. Moreover, it is also an initial attempt to discover the
interior pattern of face appearance changes caused by plastic surgery.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an insightful
analysis of the difficulty of FRAPS. Section 3 describes the proposed GPROF
in detail, as well as the experimental evaluations. The partial matching based
plastic surgery detection algorithm is then presented in section 4, followed by
conclusions and future work in section 5.

2 The challenges of FRAPS

In this section, we review the face database of plastic surgery [3] and analyze
the challenges of FRAPS. Our aim is to give a comprehensive understanding of
the nature of FRAPS.

2.1 Review of face database of plastic surgery

The face database of plastic surgery introduced in [3] is the first public database
to research the influence of plastic surgery on automatic face recognition. Table. 1
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Table 1. Overview of the face database of plastic surgery.

Type Plastic Surgery Procedure Number of Individuals

Dermabrasion 32
Brown lift(Forehead surgery) 60

Local Otoplasty(Ear surgery) 74
Blepharoplasty(Eyelid surgery) 105
Rhinoplasty(Nose surgery) 192
Others 56

Global Skin peeling 73
Face lift 308

gives the details of this database. Briefly speaking, there are 900 individuals
in this distinct face database of plastic surgery. Each individual has one pre-
surgery and one post-surgery face image. All these face images are in frontal view,
under proper illumination and with neutral expression. Fig. 1 shows example
pre-surgery and post-surgery images of four subjects selected from the database.

 

Fig. 1. Selected representative subjects from the face database of plastic surgery. Upper
row: pre-surgery face images; Lower row: corresponding post-surgery face images. From
left to right, the faces had undergone four kinds of plastic surgery: eyelid surgery, nose
surgery, skin peeling and face lift.

2.2 What is the challenges of FRAPS?

Facial plastic surgery changes face appearance, which intuitively affects the ro-
bustness of appearance based face recognition. In this section, we analyze the
effects of different plastic surgery procedures on face appearance.

Changes in skin texture. Some plastic surgery makes people look younger
or more attractive by removing face scars, acnes or taking skin resurfacing. As
a result, the skin texture will change.
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Changes of face component. The main face components: forehead, eyelid,
nose, lip, chin and ear can be reshaped or restructured by plastic surgery. The
local skin texture around the face component may also be disturbed.

Changes of global face appearance. Global facial plastic surgery will
change the global face appearance, in other words, not only part of the face
component and the skin texture will change, but also the whole face geometric
structure and appearance will be disturbed.

Table. 2 illustrates how different plastic surgery procedures change face ap-
pearance. To our best knowledge, no techniques are available yet to automatically
detect the face appearance changes caused by plastic surgery.

In summary, the challenges of FRAPS mainly lie in the fact that faces after
plastic surgery have undergone various appearance changes, but no method is
available to detect or model such changes. Therefore, the key to handle FRAPS
is designing a plastic surgery robust face representation.

Table 2. Effects of different plastic surgery procedures on face appearance.

Type Plastic Surgery Procedure Effects on Face Apperance

Dermabrasion Local skin texture
Brown lift(Forehead surgery) Face component : forehead

Local Otoplasty(Ear surgery) Face component : ear
Blepharoplasty(Eyelid surgery) Face component : eyelid
Rhinoplasty(Nose surgery) Face component : nose
Others Local skin details or face component

Global Skin peeling Global skin texture
Face lift Global face structures and skin texture

3 Ensemble of Gabor Patch Classifiers via Rank-Order
List Fusion

Driven by the discussion in 2.2, we focus on finding a plastic surgery robust face
representation. Human face has interior consistency, i.e., the identity information
embedded in all the face components are consistent. For example, given two
face images A and B of the same person, A’s eyes and nose are internally look
alike those of B simultaneously. As local plastic surgery only changes local face
appearance, we can safely assume that it does not corrupt the interior consistency
of a face. We also assume that global plastic surgery does not completely change
all facial components’ identity information, thus the interior consistency of face
after global plastic surgery can also be reserved. Based on the above assumptions,
we propose a new face recognition method, named Ensemble of Gabor Patch
Classifiers via Rank-Order List Fusion. The general idea is dividing face into
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patches, designing one component classifier for each patch, and finally fusing the
rank-order list of each component classifier.

In the proposed method, Gabor feature together with Fisher Linear Discrim-
inant Analysis is exploited to design the component classifier. The motivation
that we choose Gabor feature is as follows : Gabor feature is a bio-inspired local
feature extracting multi-scale and multi-orientation local texture features. In the
past 10 years, Gabor feature has been proved as one of the most efficient local
descriptor for face recognition [13, 14], so we think Gabor feature is desirable
evidence for the interior consistency of human face robust to plastic surgery.
Furthermore, to improve the discriminative capacity of Gabor feature, we apply
PCA [15] and Fisher LDA [4].

In GPROF, we make use of rank-order list to represent each face patch.
The application of rank-order information has been studied in the face tagging
[16] and face matching scenarios [17]. It has been proved that rank-order list
is a robust description of face identity. Because of the interior consistency of
face, different patches of the same input face should have similar rank-order lists
against a gallery set, which is demonstrated by the same identity marked with
red rectangles in the eight rank-order lists of the face with plastic surgery in
Fig. 2. As a result, GPROF fuse each patch’s rank-order list to compensate for
the appearance changes caused by plastic surgery.
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Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed GPROF.

3.1 Proposed method

The framework of GPROF is shown in Fig. 2, in which the main steps are
described as follows:
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1. Localize the eye centers, align the face and normalize it to 64× 80 pixels.
2. Illumination preprocess with local normalization [18].
3. Divide the face into 2 × 4 patches of equal size. In this study, the size of

each patch is 16× 20 pixels without overlapping.
4. For each patch, extract Gabor magnitude features in five scale and eight

orientations at each face image pixel, and use PCA and LDA to project the
original Gabor features into a low-dimension discriminative subspace. Each patch
is finally represented by a normalized feature vector of equal dimension.

5. Calculate each patch’s rank-order list against the gallery using cosine sim-
ilarity.

6. Fuse the rank-order lists of all patches via Algorithm 1, to generate the
final rank-order list for the whole face.

A rank-order list is in fact a permutations of the identity labels in the gallery
set, which can be seen as a signature representation for face patch. The patch
rank-order list fusion algorithm is based on a voting strategy, and we put more
weight on identity in the front of the rank-order list. More details can be seen
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Patch Rank-Order List Fusion.

Input:
Patch number, N ;
Rank-Order list of each patch, Rn(n = 1, 2, ..., N);
Patch weight, Pn(n = 1, 2, ..., N);
Patch rank list length, L;
Rank list weight function W (i)(i = 1, 2, ..., L).

Output:
The final Rank-Order list, FR;

1: For each rank-order list Rn : Rn,1, Rn,2, ..., Rn,L;
2: Let ID(Rn,j) denotes the ID of rank j in rank list Rn;
3: Initialize an all zero rank-order list FR with the length equal to the number of

identities in Gallery set;
4: for patch = 1; patch ≤ N ; patch + + do
5: for rank = 1; rank ≤ L; rank + + do
6: FR(ID(Rpatch,rank))+ = W (rank) ∗ Ppatch

7: end for
8: end for
9: Sort FR descend;

10: return FR.

3.2 Experimental evaluation and results analysis

In this section, we evaluate the proposed GPROF on the face database of plastic
surgery [3]. Comparisons with existing results on the same database are re-
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ported. We also evaluate the effects of different plastic surgery procedures on
identification accuracy.

Parameter setting: empirical patch weights ={1.0, 1.0, 3.0, 3,0, 3.0, 3.0,
1.5, 1.5}, which emphasize the patches around eyes and nose. The rank list
weight function is a Quadratic function:

W (i) = (L− i + 1)2/L2; (1)

In our experiments, we empirically set L to 50. The PCA and LDA models
are trained on FRGC ver2.0 [19] Exp4’s training set. Dimension of PCA model
is set to 600. Dimension of LDA model is set to 200. It should be noticed that
the PCA and LDA models are not trained on the plastic surgery database itself.
The reasons behind are: 1)the plastic surgery database itself is of small scale
in terms of both subjects and images; 2)it is also desirable to evaluated how
PCA/LDA generalizes across different face database.

Table 3. Rank-1 identification rates of our method and those in literature on the face
database of plastic surgery.

Method Rank-1 Identification Rate

Our Method 86.11%
Result of [9] 78.61%
Result of [10] 77.90%
Result of [11] 70.00%
Result of [12] 74.40%
Best result of [3] (GNN) 53.70%

Table 4. Effects of different plastic surgery procedures on rank-1 identification rates
for our method and previous methods.

Type Surgery Our Method PCA FDA LFA CLBP SURF GNN

Dermabrasion 81.25% 20.2% 23.4% 25.5% 42.1% 42.6% 43.8%
Forehead surgery 86.67% 28.5% 31.8% 39.6% 49.1% 51.1% 57.2%

Local Ear surgery 90.50% 56.4% 58.1% 60.7% 68.8% 66.4% 70.5%
Eyelid surgery 89.52% 28.3% 35.0% 40.2% 52.1% 53.9% 61.4%
Nose surgery 81.77% 23.1% 24.1% 35.4% 44.8% 51.5% 54.3%
Others 73.21% 26.4% 33.1% 41.4% 52.4% 62.6% 58.9%

Global Skin peeling 97.26% 25.2% 31.5% 40.3% 53.7% 51.1% 53.9%
Face lift 86.68% 18.6% 20.0% 21.6% 40.9% 40.3% 42.1%

Overall 86.11% 27.2% 31.4% 37.8% 47.8% 50.9% 53.7%

Experimental evaluation: Table. 3 shows the comparison of our method
with the related work in [3, 9–12]. These results are directly taken from the corre-
sponding original papers to facilitate the comparison. However, we must pointed
out that the results of [9, 10] are from testing on 60% of the whole database,
while those of [3, 11, 12] and ours are from testing on the whole database.
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Furthermore, the Cumulative Matching Curves(CMC) plots of GPROF and
methods in [3] are shown in Fig. 3. Evidently, GPROF impressively outperforms
both the state-of-the-art methods. Its rank-5 identification rate is as high as
95.67%, which should be a satisfactory performance for practical application.
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Fig. 3. CMC plots of proposed GPROF and baseline method in [3].

In Table. 4, we also report the effects of different kinds of plastic surgery pro-
cedures on rank-1 identification rates. The comparison methods are implemented
by [3]. It is important to note that our method does not have a distinguished per-
formance difference between local and global plastic surgery, which means that
our assumption of the interior consistency of faces with both local and global
plastic surgery is credible. The best identification performance is 97.26% on skin
peeling, which is a global plastic surgery.

Overall speaking, the performance of GPROF is very impressive on the face
database of plastic surgery, which is a great promotion for the research on
FRAPS.

4 Plastic Surgery Detection: problem and a baseline

With the impressive identification performance of GPROF, we further explore
how to detect plastic surgery. In this section, we propose a partial matching
based algorithm for Plastic Surgery Detection (PSD), as an initial attempt and
baseline to discover the interior pattern of appearance changes caused by plastic
surgery.

4.1 Algorithm for PSD

As we have discussed, plastic surgery changes face appearance in various ways
(See Table. 2). An intuitive way to detect plastic surgery is to directly match
the corresponding face patches around the possible plastic surgery regions. By a
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component relative threshold setting, the plastic surgery region can be detected.
Based on the discussion of the effects of plastic surgery on face appearance, we
can reversely infer the candidate plastic surgery procedure.

Firstly, we decompose the face into possible plastic surgery regions. The
decomposition of the face is shown in Fig. 4.

LU RU

LL

NU

NLMFL MFR

FH

RL

CH

 

Fig. 4. Face decomposition of possible plastic surgery components. Face is decomposed
into five possible plastic surgery components: Forehead : composed only one subregion
FH; Eyelid, composed by LU, LU, RU, RL four subregions; Nose, composed by NU
and NL two subregions; Middle Face: composed by MFL and MFR two subregions;
Chin : composed by only one subregion CH.

Feature extraction and distance metric. The uniform LBP feature [20] is
extracted on the five face components. For eyelid, nose and middle face, uniform
LBP feature is extracted in each subregions respectively. After extracting uni-
form LBP feature, each subregion is represented by a 59-dimension normalized
histogram.

For forehead and chin component that only have one subregion, distance is
measured by Chi-square distance of the normalized LBP histogram directly. As
for nose, eyelid and middle face component, the maximum Chi-square distance
between corresponding subregions is reserved. We use the eye component as an
example. Assume Ei and Ej are two eye components:

D(Ei, Ej) = Max{d(LUi, LUj), d(LLi, LLj), d(RUi, RUj), d(RLi, RLj)}; (2)

For the global surgery face lift, more than one face component may be
changed. For simplicity, we sum the distance of five corresponding face com-
ponents. Assume Fi and Fj are two face images of the same person:

D(Fi, Fj) = Dnose + Dforehead + Deyelid + Dmiddlface + Dchin; (3)
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Fig. 5. PSD: a partial matching based approach

PSD approach. The PSD approach based on partial matching is shown in
Fig. 5. After eye localization and normalization, face is decomposed to 10 possible
plastic surgery interest subregions. The Chi-square distance of 10 corresponding
subregions’ normalized LBP histograms are firstly calculated, then we can get
the distance of five corresponding face components. After a component relative
threshold filtering, the possible plastic surgery face components are detected.

4.2 Experimental evaluation

Our method is tested on the face database of plastic surgery. We use the FRGC
ver2.0 [19] Exp4’s target set as the non-surgery set, because faces in this set
are collected in similar imaging environment with the face database of plastic
surgery. We randomly choose 10,000 within class pairs.

The performance of PSD is measured by the detection rate at given false
acceptance rate. The ROC curves are shown by Fig. 6. The best performance is
achieved on eyelid surgery detection. One possible interpretation is that eyelid
surgery causes more distinguished appearance difference.

The experimental results show that the PSD is a nontrivial task. In real world
environment, there are many factors lead to face appearance changes, such as
illumination, occlusion, pose, expression variant, aging, etc. At the same time,
our method is restricted to four basic plastic surgery procedures and cannot
interpret various complex or minor appearance changes. Objectively speaking,
our work is a previous study on PSD and provides a baseline performance. We
need to study the interior pattern of different kinds of plastic surgery procedures
and model the appearance changes caused by plastic surgery, and it will be the
theoretical basis for both FRAPS and PSD.
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Fig. 6. Roc curves for PSD

5 Conclusion and future work

This paper gives a comprehensive study on FRAPS. The proposed GPROF to
handle FRAPS makes use of each patch’s rank-order information and proves to
be efficient for FRAPS. Moreover, PSD is explored the first time. Experimental
results show that PSD is a nontrivial task, and more research efforts should be
put on discovering the interior pattern of plastic surgery procedures.

As for future work, a much bigger face database of plastic surgery need to be
gathered, and the number of face images for different plastic surgery procedures
should be balanced. Moreover, we believe that the key step to push forward the
research on FRAPS is to model the face appearance changes caused by plastic
surgery.
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